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About Humanscale
Humanscale is the leading designer and manufacturer of highperformance ergonomic products that improve the health
and comfort of work life. Through leveraging new technology
in functional yet minimal designs, Humanscale transforms
traditional offices into active, intelligent workspaces.
Humanscale’s award-winning office solutions – including selfadjusting seating, sit/stand desks, monitor arms and task
lighting – encourage well-being and embody our brand’s three
core principles of function, simplicity and longevity.

Function

Simplicity

Longevity

As a company, we put function
first. This means that the form,
which flows from that function,
is honest and timeless.

For us, simplicity and ease
of use is at the heart of
functionality. Our products
intuitively adjust to each user –
not the other way around.

At Humanscale, we design our
products to look and function
just as well on day 10,000 as
they do on day one.
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Seating
Humanscale chairs replace heavy, complex mechanisms with the sitter’s own body weight and the laws
of physics to encourage movement and provide unparalleled comfort.

Task Chair
Winner of 10 international awards for its
revolutionary design, the Freedom chair sets the
gold standard by which other task chairs are judged.
Its weight-sensitive recline and synchronously
adjustable armrests provide exceptional comfort
and lower the risk of long-term injury.
Available with adjustable arms, fixed arms or armless.

Saddle Stool
Part of Humanscale’s award-winning Freedom seating
line, the Saddle stool makes sitting comfortable and
workplace movement simple. Unlike most stools,
Saddle incorporates the same ergonomic design
considerations as every Humanscale product –
encouraging movement, comfort and well-being.
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Seating

Task/Conference Chair
The first mesh seating solution to achieve full lumbar
support without an external device, Liberty offers
dynamically adjusting recline and innovative
Form-Sensing Mesh Technology for exceptional
body-fitting comfort.
Available with adjustable arms, fixed arms or armless.

Side Chair
Revolutionary mesh technology meets timeless
design in the Liberty Side chair, which features a
pivoting back and automatic lumbar support for
ultimate comfort.
Available with fixed arms or armless.
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Seating

Task/Conference Chair
Marking Humanscale’s first foray into all-mesh task
seating, the ultra-streamlined Diffrient World weighs
only 25 pounds and is made from just eight major parts
and 80 total parts. Its innovative, mechanism-free recline
automatically adjusts to the needs of each user. The
chair’s tri-panel backrest hugs the body to provide tailormade lumbar support, while its mesh seat eliminates
contact stress.
Available with adjustable arms, fixed arms or armless.

Task/Conference Chair
Engineered to provide automatic lumbar support for
every user, Diffrient Smart offers comfort, style and
flexibility. This intelligent mesh task chair has a striking
linear aesthetic that complements any environment.
Diffrient Smart also uses Humanscale’s revolutionary
Form-Sensing Mesh Technology and mechanism-free
recline for perfect support for every user.
Diffrient Smart is also available in Diffrient Smart Plus
with a wider seat and additional support for a weight
range of 100-400 lbs.
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Seating

Task/Conference Chair
Smart Ocean, the first chair ever made with recycled
fishing nets, is the embodiment of Humanscale’s
commitment to sustainable manufacturing.
An inventive adaptation of the legendary Diffrient
Smart chair, Smart Ocean features the same
Form-Sensing Mesh Technology and timeless design as
its predecessor, with added environmental benefits.
Each chair contains almost 2 pounds of recycled
fishing net material and meets the rigorous
sustainability requirements of the International
Living Future Institute’s Living Product Challenge.
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Seating

®

Stacking Chair
Designed to move with the body and minimize pressure
points, Cinto offers unprecedented ergonomic comfort
for a chair in its class. Cinto’s innovative backrest
provides recline and automatically adjusting lumbar
support, while its seat pan design uniquely distributes
the sitter’s weight.
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Sit/Stand
Balanced movement is the key to wellness at work. Humanscale’s sit/stand products were designed to
make changing postures throughout the day simply and quickly.

Height Adjustable Table
Humanscale’s Float table brings effortless operation
to traditional sit/stand products. Ease of use is
at the heart of Float, as it seamlessly adjusts
between sitting and standing postures with simple,
single-handed adjustment.
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Sit/Stand

Lite
Height Adjustable Table
eFloat Lite provides the health and productivity benefits
of sit/stand at the touch of a button. Without sacrificing
the finest quality Humanscale customers expect, eFloat
Lite’s price-performance ratio makes it easy to bring into
any office.
Available in more than 170 color options.
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Sit/Stand

Flex
Height Adjustable Table
eFloat Flex’s sturdy, expandable frame can hold up to
220 pounds of weight and accommodate a variety of
work surfaces beyond the standard desk. At the press of
a button, users can easily find their ideal desk height for
long-term health and comfort.
Available in more than 170 color options.
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Lighting
Featuring sustainable design and advanced LED technology, Humanscale task lights reduce eye strain,
improve reading comfort and reduce energy use and costs.

LED Task Light
Featuring advanced LED technology, Element Classic
combines chic aesthetics with unmatched lighting
performance. Using only five watts to produce
incandescent lighting levels, Element Classic boasts a
50,000-hour lifespan – 25 years of daily use in a typical
9-to-5 office environment.

LED Task Light
A highly sustainable, adjustable and intelligent LED task
light, Element Vision offers seven illumination levels, a
Color Rendering Index (CRI) of 89, and a broad footprint
of glare-free 3000K illumination that casts only one
shadow. For further energy savings, Element Vision also
features a Passive Infrared (PIR) motion sensor that
automatically turns the light off or on when the user
leaves or returns to the area.
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Monitor Arms & Technology
Humanscale’s best-selling monitor arms offer ultimate stability and effortless functionality to instantly
create a more dynamic workstation.

M8 with Crossbar Monitor Arm
Combining rugged performance with sleek aesthetics,
the M8 Monitor Arm is an ideal solution for heavy flat
panel monitor applications. Using an optional crossbar,
the M8 supports one or two monitors up to a total of 42
pounds. The M8’s built-in, fine-tune adjustor allows easy
re-positioning and improves the ergonomics of multipleuser workstations.

M/Flex, Humanscale’s multi-monitor arm system, can
go from one to six monitors in minutes, without the
need for tools. M/Flex can integrate with any standard
work surface through a wide number of attachments
on a single post – seamlessly transforming a traditional
workspace into a dynamic, ergonomic workstation.

Please note: Only certain Humanscale model numbers are GSA compliant. Please contact your local Humanscale
Representative for a full list of GSA compliant model numbers.
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Keyboard Supports
A crucial component of the ergonomic workstation, keyboard systems reduce hunched typing postures to
maximize comfort and wellness.

6G
Vision and reach drive posture. This is why Humanscale
has long encouraged placing the keyboard tray below
the worksurface at a negative tilt, which allows users
to comfortably key while sitting in a slightly reclined,
neutral posture. We made this option available when
we pioneered the first articulating keyboard support
system for the office in 1993 and Humanscale remains
the leading manufacturer of articulating keyboard
systems today.

Before
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CPU Holders
Humanscale’s CPU holders provide a safe and secure storage solution for every company’s
technology investment.

Designed with clean lines and elegant aesthetics, the
CPU600 offers the quickest and easiest installation of
any CPU holder on the market, saving time and money.
Its under-the-desk position provides valuable space
savings, reduces cable clutter and promotes a longer life
by allowing hardware to stay cool and vent freely.
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Cable Management
Cable management solutions promote a more organized workspace and keep under-desk areas neat
and hazard-free.

Designed to house and route cables, power
strips and ballasts, NeatLinks offers protection
for technology, organization for users and quick
and easy installation.

Before
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Sustainability
Humanscale is committed to going beyond
sustainability – to aim for an overall net
positive impact on the earth. This goal has led
us to innovate in our operations and work for
stronger sustainability standards throughout
the manufacturing industry.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Living Product Challenge

Recaptured Rain Water

Humanscale remains the only manufacturer in
any industry achieve full Living Product Challenge
certification – the most rigorous standard for sustainable
manufacturing.

Rain water is used for 100% of our production water in
North America.

Reduced Gas Emissions

Material Transparency

Humanscale has reduced greenhouse gas emissions by
64.6% since 2011.

60% of Declare labels and 54% of Health Product
Declarations (HPDs) in our entire industry
are published by Humanscale.

Level® Certification

Solar Power
Solar energy provides over 80% of electricity for our
main factory in Piscataway, New Jersey.
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Developed by BIFMA, level® is the sustainability
certification for contract furniture. Humanscale is the
only company to have achieved level 3 (the highest level
possible) for all of our products.
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Award Winning Products
Humanscale’s products have been honored with more than 200 international design awards
and have been featured in the Museum of Modern Art and the Smithsonian’s CooperHewitt, National Design Museum. Nearly every product has won multiple design awards,
not only in the furniture industry but for overall product design across all categories.
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Limited Warranty
Humanscale offers the following warranties on its products, subject to any exclusions and limitations as
set forth below:

Product

Warranty

Technology Products

3 Years, Limited Warranty

Element Series Lights

10 Years, 24/7 Warranty

Float Table, (Mechanical)

5 Years, 24/7 Warranty

eFloat and Electric Float

5 Years, 24/7 Warranty

Fabric/Cushions/Arm Pads

5 Years, Single-Shift Warranty

M2, M/Flex & Para/Flex Monitor Arms

15 Years, 24/7 Warranty

M4, M7 & M8 Monitor Arms
with Gas Cylinder Components

10 Years, 24/7 Warranty

M/Connect

3 Years, 24/7 Warranty

M/Power

3 Years, 24/7 Warranty

M/Connect 2

3 Years, 24/7 Warranty

All other seating and products detailed in a current
Humanscale Price Guide, unless otherwise specified

15 Years, 24/7 Warranty

All other products NOT detailed in a current
Humanscale Price Guide

Varies; consult your Humanscale representative
for details

Please note: Only certain Humanscale model numbers are GSA compliant. Please contact your local Humanscale
Representative for a full list of GSA compliant model numbers.

humanscale.com
800.400.0625
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